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LANGUAGE LABORATORY 
 

ENGLISH Language Lab 
English Language Communication Skills Laboratory, a course for undergraduate engineering and 
technology students studying at MRCET, plays a significant role in enhancing the skills of 
engineering students. It comprises of the four skills of learning – Listening, Speaking, Reading and 
Writing in addition to their theory. The subject title is “Communication Skills”, a theory subject 
and “Communication Skills Lab”, a practical subject. The lab training is given with the assistance 
of Networked Computers and specially designed software. The Communication Skills Lab focuses 
on the production and practice of sounds of language and familiarizes the students with the use 
of English in everyday situations and contexts. 

 
Objectives 

❖ To expose the students to a variety of self-instructional, learner-friendly modes of 
language learning. 

❖ To help the students cultivate the habit of reading passages from the computer monitor, 
thus providing them with the required facility to face computer-based competitive exams 
such GRE,TOEFL, GMAT etc..,. 

❖ To enable them to learn better pronunciation through stress on word accent, intonation, 
and rhythm. 

❖ To train them to use language effectively to face interviews, group discussions,public 
speaking. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
COMPUTER ASSISTED LANGUAGE LEARNING (CALL) 
 

 
 
Computer Assisted Language Learning Lab has the capacity of 60 workstations apart from one 
Instructor workstation. This software-based language lab endeavors to familiarize the students 
with the use of English in everyday situations and contexts; and also sensitize the students to the 
nuances of English speech sounds, word accent, intonation and rhythm to bring about a 
consistent accent and intelligibility in their pronunciation. Students are given practice in listening 
to the sounds of the language and be able to recognize them, to distinguish between them to 
mark stress and recognize and use the right intonation in sentences. 
 
INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS (ICS) 
 

 
Interactive Communication Skills Lab is equipped with necessary acoustics and latest 
technological aids such as a TV, OHP and LCD projector with a huge screen, overhead projector, 
etc. to enhance the speaking skills of the students to express themselves fluently and 
appropriately in social and professional contexts. It also trains the students to use language 
appropriately for interviews, group discussion and public speaking. 

 


